The IKMC web portal: a central point of entry to data and resources from the International Knockout Mouse Consortium
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ABSTRACT

The International Knockout Mouse Consortium (IKMC) aims to mutate all protein-coding genes in the mouse using a combination of gene targeting and gene trapping in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells and to make the generated resources readily available to the research community. The IKMC database and web portal (www.knockoutmouse.org) serves as the central public web site for IKMC data and facilitates the coordination and prioritization of work within the consortium. Researchers can access up-to-date information on IKMC knockout vectors, ES cells and mice for specific genes, and follow links to the respective repositories from which corresponding IKMC products can be ordered. Researchers can also use the web site to nominate genes for targeting, or to indicate that targeting of a gene should receive high priority. The IKMC database provides data to, and features extensive interconnections with, other community databases.

INTRODUCTION

The mouse serves as a premier animal model in biomedical research because it is closely related to human and because it is readily accessible to detailed genetic, molecular and phenotypic analysis. With the availability of the mouse genome sequence, proposals were put forward to systematically mutate all mouse protein-coding genes in ES cells and thus to create, in a highly time and cost-effective manner, a valuable resource of genetic mutations for future biomedical research (1,2). In response, three major mouse knockout programs were initiated: KOMP (KnockOut Mouse Project) funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH, USA); EUCOMM (EUropean Conditional Mouse Mutagenesis Program) funded by the European Commission (EC) and NorCOMM (North American Conditional Mouse Mutagenesis Project) funded by Genome Canada. These three programs formed the International Knockout Mouse Consortium (3), and a fourth group, the Texas Institute of Genomic Medicine (TIGM), soon joined this large-scale collaborative effort (4).

The IKMC web portal (www.knockoutmouse.org) was developed and is being maintained jointly by the KOMP-DCC (KOMP-Data Coordination Center) project funded by the National Institutes of Health, and the I-DCC (International-Data Coordination Center) project funded by the EC. It is the official and central entry point to all IKMC data and resources. The primary objectives of the IKMC web portal and database are to (i) provide infrastructure to select and prioritize genes to be targeted across IKMC production
centers, (ii) facilitate coordination of work and to track progress within the IKMC and (iii) make all the data readily accessible to the research community, together with links to the repositories which distribute IKMC products. KOMP targeting vectors, ES cells and mice are being distributed by the KOMP Repository (www.komp.org); EUCOMM vectors and ES cell lines by the European Mouse Mutant Cell Repository (www.eummcr.org); EUCOMM mice by the European Mouse Mutant Archive (EMMA) (5); NorCOMM targeting vectors, ES cells and mice by the Toronto Centre for Phenogenomics (www.phenogenomics.ca) and TIGM gene trap ES cells and mice from TIGM (6).

THE IKMC DATABASE
The unified and annotated master gene list
The design of gene targeting vectors requires detailed knowledge about gene models, i.e. about the intron/exon structure of genes. While there are many cases in which there is a one-to-one mapping of gene predictions from different genome annotation pipelines (Ensembl, Vega, NCBI) (7–9), there are also a substantial number of genes for which the gene models don’t agree. There are genes that are only predicted by one resource, or genomic regions for which one pipeline predicts one and another several gene models. Therefore, the comparison, coordination and integration of IKMC efforts require one unified catalog of mouse genes and gene models (Figure 1). A genome feature catalog for the reference mouse genome that combines the genome annotations from Ensembl, Havana and NCBI is maintained at MGI (10). The resolution of conflicting annotation is accomplished through close and ongoing collaboration between members of the MGI, Havana, Ensembl and NCBI genome annotation and curation teams. The IKMC database takes advantage of and contributes to this work. The IKMC gene list is synchronized with the MGI gene catalog daily, thus providing the basis for coordination and integrated querying capabilities. The genes on the unified master list are then annotated with information from various external resources that helps to coordinate and prioritize work within and between IKMC projects. Annotations include, for example, genes belonging to the CCDS (Consensus Coding Sequence Set) (11) and thus having high-confidence gene models, genes with human orthologs with disease entries in OMIM (12), genes trapped by the IGTC (International Gene Trap Consortium) (13) or by TIGM, genes for which mutants are reported in MGI, and genes for which mutant ES cells or mice are available through the International Mouse Strain Resource (IMSR) (14).

Based on all the annotation criteria, computational utilities are provided to the IKMC project leaders that facilitate coordinated gene selection and assignment of targeting projects to specific KOMP, EUCOMM and NorCOMM production centers. The IKMC database tracks gene assignments, targeting projects and their statuses for each gene in every production pipeline, and product availability from IKMC repositories. All this information, as well as pertinent links to external resources, is updated daily and readily available via the public IKMC web interface (see below).

Targeting vector and mutant allele information
The IKMC Targeting repository is a component of the IKMC database, which stores a catalog of available products and nucleotide-level descriptions of mutant alleles generated by the IKMC program. Program participants submit data directly on the internal website visible at www.knockoutmouse.org/targ_rep, or programmatically

![Figure 1. Schematic of information flow into the IKMC database. The IKMC database and web portal facilitate gene selection, prioritization and coordination among IKMC participants (purple shading). Data are updated daily. The master gene list for IKMC is maintained by synchronizing with genes represented in the MGI database. The MGI non-redundant mouse gene catalog is built by comparing and unifying genome annotations from Ensembl, Vega and NCBI (blue shading). Gene records in the IKMC database are then annotated with additional information from many resources, including MGI, NCBI (CCDS), the IMSR, the IGTC and the IKMC production centers and repositories.](image-url)
upload data in bulk into the repository. For every targeting vector and ES cell clone entered into the catalog, the repository stores and presents annotated mutant allele sequence, a downloadable image of the targeting vector and mutant allele, and any QC performed on mutant ES cells by the distribution centers and mouse production facilities. The mutant allele sequence is intended to help researchers design their own experiments and verify the IKMC products they receive. The images are of a quality that can be used in publications, and the QC information stored for ES cell clones make it clear which assays have been performed on the clones, and thus, the level of due diligence expected of the end-user.

This mutant allele information is stored and presented in the ‘same’ uniform format for all IKMC mutants, regardless of knockout program. The information is made publicly available in three places: the ‘details’ section of the IKMC web portal (see below), the allele pages (Figure 4), and a DAS-Track for any client, including the Ensembl genome browser.

**THE IKMC WEB PORTAL: ACCESSING IKMC DATA AND RESOURCES**

The IKMC web site (www.knockoutmouse.org) is a central entry point to IKMC data and resources. The portal presents general information about each consortium member and about IKMC allele types and targeting strategies. The home page provides a table summarizing current progress and downloadable data reports. The status of the IKMC initiative, as of August 2010, is shown in Figure 2. Most importantly, the web site features search and browse functions that allow researchers to determine whether their genes of interest are being targeted by the IKMC and the current status of these projects. Users can readily look up the detailed molecular structure of corresponding targeting vectors and mutant alleles, and which targeting vectors, ES cells or mice are available to order.

Queries return tabular summaries that list one record for each gene that matches the query (Figure 3). Each record includes a high-level summary of IKMC knockout attempts, indicating which programs are working on the gene and the status of the most advanced targeting effort per program with links to more details. The availability of targeting vectors, mutant ES cells and mice and links to the repositories that distribute the respective IKMC products are also provided. In addition, query summaries list other resources (IMSR, IGTC and MGI) that report on additional mutant ES cells or mice for the gene of interest, with the number of, and links to, corresponding entries at the respective sites.

The ‘Details’ page (Figure 3) lists all IKMC knockout attempts for the gene of interest. Different targeting strategies may be employed to mutate a gene, resulting in several targeting projects. The production pipeline status for each project is displayed, and the availability of products is indicated via order links to the respective repositories. As soon as a targeting vector has been built for a specific project, links to detailed vector and mutant allele information are provided as well. These allele pages (currently available for KOMP and EUCOMM; NorCOMM will be added soon) illustrate the molecular features of targeting vectors and describe the mutations of ES cells at the sequence level (Figure 4). Thus, researchers can determine the exact nature of targeting vectors and mutant ES cells and mice before they proceed to ordering specific IKMC products.

**COMMUNITY INPUT ON GENE SELECTION**

Researchers are encouraged to nominate genes for targeting, or to request a high priority for a particular gene. This can be done by using the ‘Nominate gene’ utility on the navigation bar of each IKMC web portal page, and by clicking the ‘Nominate’ or ‘Express interest’ link displayed in individual gene records. As of 4 August 2010, 1377 nominations for 1188 genes have been received from the scientific community.

**EXPORT OF IKMC DATA TO OTHER COMMUNITY RESOURCES**

The IKMC database provides regularly updated GFF files of mutant allele information to the UCSC- (15) and MGI genome browsers for the display of IKMC allele tracks. In addition, the targeting repository serves a DAS-track (via
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**Figure 2.** Summary of the progress for the IKMC effort, as of August 2010. To date, mutant ES cell lines for 14,737 protein-coding genes have been generated by the IKMC. The table shows the number of genes for which targeting vectors, mutant ES cells and mutant mice are ready for distribution.
Figure 3. Query summary and detail pages. Query summaries (top) display one record for each gene matching the query. One can query by gene symbols, by various gene IDs and by genome coordinates. Matches to synonyms are returned as well and the reason for matching is indicated in the gene column. The gene column displays the official gene symbol, linked to the corresponding gene pages at MGI. Gene specific links to genome browsers and other external sites are provided. By following the ‘Express interest’ link, researchers can provide input on gene selection and prioritization for targeting experiments. The IKMC Knockout Attempts column lists all IKMC programs working on the gene. The status of the most advanced targeting effort per program is shown, with a link to more details. The availability of IKMC products is indicated by order links to the respective repositories. The Other Resources column displays the number of mutant ES cells and mice reported by the IMSR, IGTC and MGI with links to the corresponding entries at these sites. The Details page (bottom) lists all the IKMC knockout attempts for a given gene. The most advanced projects are displayed first. Available products are indicated by order links to the respective repositories. Clicking on the ‘Allele Details’ link (to the right of the project status bar) opens a graphical display illustrating the features of the mutant allele generated by the project. The ‘View this project’ link leads to more comprehensive targeting vector and mutant allele information (Figure 4).
the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute DAS-server) to any interested client, in particular the Ensembl web browser. The allele tracks on the UCSC, MGI and ENSEMBL genome browsers are color-coded to indicate the status for each targeting project and link back to more information in the IKMC web portal. IKMC allele information is registered in MGI and official allele IDs and nomenclature are established in collaboration with MGI. Official allele IDs provide important integration points for biological data that will come from the studies of IKMC targeted ES cells and mice. Downloadable reports of all KOMP and EUCOMM targeted alleles are available from the IKMC web portal (http://www.knockoutmouse.org/download) and from MGI’s ftp site (ftp://ftp.informatics.jax.org/pub/reports/index.html#pheno).

**USER SUPPORT**

The IKMC web portal supports its users through on-line documentation and a dedicated User Support staff. The on-line documentation is accessible via the FAQ link in
the navigation bar and by clicking on question marks that are displayed on web pages. Our User Support personnel can be reached by using the ‘Contact IKMC’ utility in the navigation bar.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The IKMC database and web site will continue to evolve. We will continue to expand and enhance the representation of vector and mutant allele information. Currently, this information is available for targeted mutants from the EUCOMM and KOMP programs, in a format that combines graphical views and sequence feature files. Including targeted allele information from NorCOMM, and adding a graphical representation of mutant alleles in their genomic context are important pending tasks. We are also completing the storage of targeted allele information from other large-scale targeting programs such as the Sanger Institute microRNA Knockout program (MirKO) and epitope-tagged alleles generated by the EUTRACC consortium (www.eutracc.eu). Our intent is to expand the targeting repository to include all future, publically-available targeted alleles in the mouse generated from large-scale programs.

The characterization of IKMC gene trap alleles by the TIGM, EUCOMM and NorCOMM programs, as well as other gene traps with sequence tags deposited in the dbGSS library, is now nearing completion, in the form of a Gene Trap Data Repository. Gene trap alleles are characterized using a modified Unitrap (16) algorithm for sequence-tag mapping and clustering. The definition of these gene-trap alleles not only simplifies the presentation of gene-trap data by condensing multiple gene traps into clusters that express the same fusion transcript, but also allows us to provide mutant allele sequence and graphics using the same methods already developed for targeted mutations. When complete, the Gene Trap Data Repository will form another component of the IKMC database, and its allele information will be served by the IKMC portal alongside the information on targeted mutations.

One particularly exciting aspect of our current and future work is to integrate IKMC targeted alleles with additional biological information from other sources through the use of BioMart technology (17). A BioMart portal prototype is available on the ‘Prototypes’ tab of the IKMC web site (www.knockoutmouse.org/martsearch). Currently, this portal combines information on IKMC mouse knockout resources with numerous other relevant datasets, including gene information from MGI and Ensembl, gene expression data from EuroExpress (www.eurexpress.org), phenotype data from Europhenome (18), and mouse distribution information from EMMA. Work is underway to develop BioMarts of GXD gene expression information (19), biochemical pathway and human disease associations. Data representation, integration and querying capabilities via the BioMart interface will be refined and data from other resources will be added. This feature will further enhance the utility of IKMC data and help to realize the enormous potential of IKMC resources for future biomedical research.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The IKMC database is implemented in PostgreSQL version 8.3.7. The software to resynchronize the IKMC gene list with the MGI gene catalog, load annotations and load pipeline statuses is written in Python and Java using Hibernate. The web site static content is served using Drupal, an open source content management platform, and the dynamic search features are implemented using PHP and an Apache Solr/Lucene index. The index is refreshed from the PostgreSQL database daily.

The Targeting Repository (http://www.knockoutmouse/targ_rep) is written in Ruby using the Ruby on Rails application framework, with a MySQL database back end. The prototype BioMart portal (at http://www.knockoutmouse.org/martsearch) is written in Ruby using the Sinatra application framework and the search-engine component is powered by Apache Solr as well as the individual BioMarts.
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